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LHD-type magnetic conﬁguration (Heliotron conﬁg-
uration) is produced by continuous helical and vertical
coil systems. A new concept to achieve current drive with
magnetic axis shift, which is caused by vertical magnetic
ﬁeld coil current change is proposed1). It is conﬁrmed
numerically that an LHD-type helical fusion reactor can
be ignited by high-current Joule heating.
LHD experiments have succeeded in the generation
of the ultra high density core plasma (n0  1021/m3) and
have achieved an average beta value of 5% without beta
collapse. Steady state burning of high density plasma
is relatively easy, because the DT alpha particle heating
ratio is proportional to n2. On the on the other hand,
fusion ignition of high density plasma is diﬃcult due to
the necessity of eﬀective high power heating procedure.
In addition to the Joule heating, the plasma cur-
rent also improves the plasma conﬁnement performance
as shown in the IPB98y2 scaling. This leads to a possi-
bility of “current-driven and current-less” hybrid opera-
tional scenario for an LHD-type helical reactor. Fusion
ignition of a low-density current carrying plasma is rel-
atively easy because of a high conﬁnement performance.
Strong alpha heating after the ignition enables the trans-
fer to a steady-state burning of high-density plasma in
current-less mode.
To conﬁrm the “current-driven and current-less”
hybrid operational scenario for an LHD-type helical reac-
tor, we have analyzed the plasma Joule heating method
by examining the coupling systems for the IV coil (a
set of vertical ﬁeld coils placed at the inboard side of
the torus) current equation (1), the plasma loop current
equation (2), and the plasma power balance equation (3):
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where, ic, ip, and T are the IV coil current, plasma cur-
rent, and plasma temperature, respectively. The plasma
density is assumed to be sustained constant.
Resistance Rc inserted in the IV coil circuit was
set so that the time constant of the IV coil current was
100 s. Lc is self inductance of the IV coil group. The
self-inductance and loop resistance of the plasma torus
were calculated assuming a circular cross section with
minor radius ap and major radius Rax ;
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, 2π2a2pRax = Vlcfs, (4)
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α is the coupling constant between the plasma loop and
the IV coil set.
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PBRM, PF, and PECH are the Bremsstrahlung loss, alpha
heating ratio, and ECH heating power, respectively.
We assume energy conﬁnement time τE for the
current-carrying helical systems as a hybrid combination
of τ ISS95 and τ IPB98y2 given by
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where γiss represents the conﬁnement enhancement fac-
tor over the ISS95 scaling; it is assumed to be γiss = 2.3
in the following computations. I0 is a constant parameter
of the ﬁtting. When Ip << (>> ) I0, the energy con-
ﬁnement is essentially governed by the ISS95 (IPB98y2)
scaling.
Applied voltage for the IV coil, Vc, was set to ob-
tain the optimized magnetic surface in the steady state
starting from magnetic surface with outer shifted mag-
netic axis. To obtain suﬃcient magnetic ﬂux change for
the current drive, voltage slightly in excess was applied
for a short time (t ≤ 140 s). The parameters just before
Joule heating starts (initial) and for the stationary state
are summarized in Table I. The parameters at the time
of maximum Joule heating (t = 64.39s) and maximum
plasma current (t = 140s) are also included. Parameters
used for the computation are summarized in Table II.
Table I: Parameters for the initial and stationary states.
t(s) 0 64.39 140 ∞
N (m−3)/1020 0.40 0.40 0.48 1.56
Ip (MA) 0.01 6.25 9.54 0.00
T (keV) 0.80 4.99 10.59 18.88
β (%) 0.10 0.64 1.64 9.49
PBRM (MW) 2.52 6.31 13.22 186.54
PECH (MW) 11.42 11.42 0.00 0.00
PJ (MW) · · · 1.27 0.99 0.00
PF (MW) · · · 4.99 63.33 2071.50
Table II: Parameters used for the computation.
Bax(T) Rax(M) Vlcfs (M3) Zeﬀ α γiss
5 16.1 1633.3 2 0.3 2.3
1) Tsuguhiro WATANABE, Plasma Fusion Res. 6,
2405130 (2011).
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